Suggested Tool List for Online Foldforming Workshop in a
Home Studio Lewton-Brain©2020 (Oct 15)
Workshop: Foldforming Overview
To do most foldforming at your home studio you will need to be able to do the following
things.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

annealing,
hammering/forging, (Noise can be an issue to consider)
malleting,
using an anvil,
using a vise,
pickling,
If you have an existing studio that can handle these activities you are all set. You
may already have the tools for this.

Advanced foldforms also require a rolling mill, a flex shaft and a hydraulic press.

Annealing
This means being able to heat the metal up to about 800-900 degrees F, which is annealing
temperature for copper, silver, brass, nickel silver, gold etc. Normally a torch is used. One could
use a gas stove burner, an electric stove (for flat material), a barbecue or fireplace. I recommend
a Propane torch or a Mapp-Pro gas torch. The Mapp one is much hotter and faster to use for
annealing foldforms. Both use two pound tanks which are legal indoors and should not threaten
your house insurance.
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Bernzomatic-TS8000KC-Premium-Torch-Kit336638/205683985

On the left is the cheaper MAPP version and on the right one with a hose and torch head. The
torch head is self-lighting and stays on with the press of a button. Here is a link to the hose part
to connect the tank and torch head as seen on the right. Note that Propane will also work but is
cooler and slower for annealing. https://www.homedepot.com/p/Bernzomatic-WH0159Universal-Torch-Extension-Hose-361542/202539579?MERCH=REC-_-searchViewed-_-NA-_202539579-_-N (Total torch kit is around $65.) If you want the holding clamp (Handi-Holder) it
is another $20 https://www.amazon.com/EuroTool-Eurotool-Handi-holder-SOL-50000/dp/B01NC2VDW7/ref=sr_1_31?dchild=1&keywords=handiholder+torch&qid=1602445397&sr=8-31
You will need a fireproof place to anneal in or on. I like to use a large square or rectangular
baking pan filled with soft insulating light refractory firebrick. And an extra one on top of the
layer of bricks to lean the metal against. You could put the steel pan on your stove, that is after
all built for hot things. There are other solutions, feel free to ask me about them. The point is you
want to isolate the hot place, not have a home fire, be safe.

This is how you know metal is annealed. When the flame LEAVING the metal turns orange the
metal is annealed and can be quenched in water. Do not air cool. You can also use:
• Sharpie marker disapears when you reach the right temperature.
• Ivory bar soap smeared on the surface turns black.
• Borax flux melts (but then you have to clean it off).
• Wood such as a barbecue skewer or paint stick leaves a black mark like drawing on paper
with charcoal when the hit the right temperature.

For information on annealing see:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHTe_W8w4F8&list=PLC7ctvaW_13KKFVzFh3_QNY5Tz
99N3Xd8&index=6

Ventilation
If all you are doing is annealing you are not releasing a lot of fumes. A confined space, because
you are using a flame, has carbon monoxide potential, but you are not using the torch for a long
time, and if there is air circulation this is not a danger. Use non-fluoride fluxes. Don’t use old
unknown (cadmium) solders, lead solder and do repairs, melting metals or brass reticulation and
you should be fine with little ventilation. Annealing itself will not produce fumes.

Hammers Needed
•
•
•
•

A planishing hammer with a one inch diameter slightly crowned face
A forging hammer with the correctly shaped face. Bordering hammers are usually
pretty close to the required shape. 400g is good. Smaller sizes will work for small
pieces.
A ‘Thumb’ hammer, a kind of rounded oval hammer used for raising. In a pinch
you could substitute the ball of a medium/large ball peen hammer as below, not as
good but will work.
A 2” rawhide mallet.

A small 8oz Stubby ball peen hammer can be used as a planishing hammer especially if you
slightly crown and polish the flat face. ($3.00)
https://www.harborfreight.com/8-oz-stubby-ball-pein-hammer-95930.html

Note that Allcraft Jewelry Supply (Tevel Herbstman) in New York City can supply all the
hammers you need, he has his forging hammers reshaped for foldforming-ask for that if you
order from them. 1 212-279-7077 135 W 29th St #205, New York, NY 10001 This is the source
I usually use for workshops.
A forging hammer
My favorite weight and weight-but you will have to change the faces yourself to match the
picture shown on the right: ($45.99)

https://hammersource.com/picard-500gm-18oz-bording-hammer-27mmx5mm-and27mmx6mm-faces-wood-handle/

Again, Allcraft can supply the hammers. You would ask for:
Planishing, foldforming hammer, leather mallet and thumb raising hammer.
Bordering hammers often (but not always) have the correct curve prepared
on them.

Other Sources:
NC Black Hammers which are useful as is. This Shelby one has the thumb shape on one
side and a forging foldforming shape on the other.

https://www.ncblack.com/product/shelby-raising-hammer ($75)
The Padre is also useful.

https://www.ncblack.com/product/padre-hammer ($65)
My own adapted hammer:
This 300g hammer has a proper forging peen for foldforming jewelry scale objects, and a
planishing, low forming face as well, (signed) ($65)

Contact to order: lewtonbrain@gmail.com
(s+h $18)

Malleting to tighten folds and smooth surfaces.
A leather mallet, 2” diameter face
My preference is a 2 inch leather mallet. https://www.riogrande.com/product/Rawhide-Mallet11-oz/112221 ($29.50)

An alternative not as good, but cheap is.https://www.harborfreight.com/1-lb-neon-orangedead-blow-hammer-41796.html

($5.99)

Anvil Options
An anvil is a solid piece of flat steel, as heavy as possible with an area about at least 4” wide you
can strike onto. A bench block is too small, it bounces and reduces the effect or your blow. Note
that some larger vises have an anvil surface as part of them that can be used.

Home depot anvil, ($25)
https://www.homedepot.com/p/OLYMPIA-9-lb-Cast-Iron-Hobby-Anvil-38-789/205149980

Harbor Freight 15 lb anvil ($21.99)
https://www.harborfreight.com/15-lb-rugged-cast-iron-anvil-69425.html

Scoring and Bending
A Vise is essential for T-folds. Best is if you can find a smooth topped vise (often
at flea markets) that is best. If you buy a regular, vise, as below, you are limited in
the T-fold sizes you can do. It is possible to grind the top flat but it is some work to
do it. Note that this vise has an anvil surface on it.

https://www.harborfreight.com/4-in-swivel-vise-withanvil-63774.html
($42.99)
See:
https://www.ganoksin.com/article/tips-modifying-vises/

This is an easy way of getting a flat top on the vise using pieces of angle iron.

Other items you will want on hand for this workshop.
Masking tape (I like the green one)
18 or 20g iron binding wire for scoring and bending. https://www.amazon.ca/NationalHardware-N264-713-V2568Annealed/dp/B001PNJPWU/ref=sr_1_19?dchild=1&gclid=CjwKCAjw5p_8BRBUEiwAPpJO61
lkuqUqvlFh6e1NTNgpagwlSNu6PF57S7Rt6lbwkF6VK3NLDzik4BoCmXEQAvD_BwE&hvad
id=284193570467&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9001320&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=b&hvrand=45678059663
61429914&hvtargid=kwd5091532209&hydadcr=20572_9245665&keywords=19+gauge+wire&qid=1602806718&sr=819&tag=googcana-20
Solder (medium or hard wire solder) and soldering equipment and supplies.
Aviation snips (or lever shear) for cutting metal smaller.
https://www.harborfreight.com/heavy-duty-straight-cut-aviation-tin-snips-90718.html

($5.99) OR
https://www.harborfreight.com/straight-cut-aviation-snips-39611.html

Safety Equipment
Eye protection
Hearing Protection
Safety information for Jewelers
http://www.brainpress.com/Ganoksin.html#SafetyNotes

($4.39)

Useful Information for this class:
Paying attention to your learning:
https://www.wikihow.com/Sharpen-Your-Powers-of-Observation
The importance of practice. Start slow and speed up. Imagine and rehearse what you are doing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2O6mQkFiiw&vl=en

